The Big Apple of Time by Gary Bate
Is Star Trek sci-fi fantasy or is it channelled knowledge? Does the answer matter? What matters is
the irrefutable law of quantum physics, which says “all times exist simultaneously in the now
moment”. So when Picard time travels from the 25th Century back to this timelime, we know that
that is possible.
So past and future exist now just like slices (timelines) through a big apple. Science has also proven
that parallel universes exist, so is there a reality playing out now where Hitler is winning the war?
Now you might think this is wacky and you'd be correct because quantum mechanics is wacky, but
it's also true. All times (timelines) exist in the Big Apple of Time.
So just like I said the other day – we are timeless beings stuck in time. Enlightenment involves this
understanding because we are truly multi-dimensional beings...
As all times exist now, whatsoever you say about yourself is the truth you give to your reality and
to your body. You are the truth-giver (teller) unto your reality and your body listens and complies.
I love logic – don't you? There's nothing unreasonable about how things work – quantum fact!
So who wins this war and does it matter? How many times has it played out before? Is there a
timeline without puppet-masters? Of course! Why do you think I'm bothering to write to you?
Every thought counts. Your body listens to them all. Your thinking determines which slice of the
apple you're in. Is your thinking reactive (emotional)? Is it creative in terms of what you want?
You are the only truth. Whatsoever you say about yourself is the truth you give to your body. Is this
the kind of knowledge the temporary authorities of this World would want you to know? Well, it's
scientific and yes it's far advanced to their science!
Let me give you an example. They are excited about their gene therapy and their nanotech because
it allows them to change our biology. Of course this can be for our benefit or be detrimental. The
recent mass vaccinations are the best example. But here's what is superior knowledge – how you
think determines your genetic expression.
Can you talk and walk your way into a different slice (another timeline)? How do you know that
you haven't already done that?
When you dream of yourself with other people, whom you know but don't recognise in this slice;
are you dreaming of you actually co-existing in parallel?
It is time for a reset, but not the moronic one.
Are you emotional and struggling with your weight or are you perfectly balanced? You decide.
Are you in the process of healing or are you healed? You decide.
Are you trying to keep the wolf from the door or are you wealthy? You decide.
Are you becoming knowledgable or are you wise? You decide.
If I say that I have sold millions of my books – is that the truth? Yes it is – it's my truth as I am the
truth-teller unto the reality that beseeches me. The thought always precedes the reality...
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